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'65 Sponsors Hootenanny;
Sing Along Slated For Marc,h 8
The sophomore class will present Fairfield's first hootenanny
on Friday, March 8, in the back
gym. A hootenanny, according
to General Chairman Michael
Dillon '65, is a "folk song festival." It has been described as
. the folk singer's jam session.
Emphasis will be placed on
authenticity and audience participation.
Sayre Samuel, a professional
folk singer from New Haven and
the Albertus Magnus singers are
two of the numerous entertaining events planned for the evening.

During the evening, "talented"
groups from the audience will
be invited to perfonn on the
stage. In order to effect the atmosphere of authenticity, no
chairs will be provided. The students should bring blankets. ,,_
Admission will be $.75 per person. Twenty-five neighboring
colleges have been invited. Mr.
Dillon described this affair as
"real cultural enter41inment. It
will afford the student an opportunity to learn while enjoying
himself." Dress will be casual.
All are invited.
Recently chosen members of the Academic Forum are: (top row
1. 10 r.) John O'Connor, Richard Lawless, Anthony Clementino,
second row: Jose Alvarez, John O'Reilly and Dale McNulty.

Contemporary Scene
Of Amer. Philosophy,
Topic Of Yale Prof.

Aca,d'emic Forum Selected
After Interviews And Debate

By WILLIAM 1. BURNS

John E. Smith, the chairman
of the Department of Philosophy
at Yale, lectured on the present
position of philosophy in America and later conducted a seminar on the same topic on Wednesday, Feb. 20. The lecture was
sponsored by the Philosophy
Club.
Describing his task as the
illumination of the present situation with an additional warning
to those who are unaware of its
presence, Professor Smith first
briefly reviewed the 20th century developments and then
'commented on modern trends.
. The pragmatism of the early
part of the century was broken
into three important characteristics: (1) an attack upon the
power of the mind to grasp
ideas intuitively, (2) an emphasis upon purpose and will,
rather than merely behaviouristic influences, (3) an emphasis
upon the 'open' universe, that
is 'one which is not complete but
which may be repeatedly developed as is the American ideal.
The primary question to be
faced by the modern philosopher, Prof. Smith feels, is the
division in man's consciousness
between the fact· which has
overtaken man and the judgment which he must make by
his nature.
In his evaluation of prospects
for the future, Prof. Smith is
optimistic. He has declared that
"we have to build a bridge to
a new theory of the cosmos" to
discover the identity and distinction which man has with the
cosmos. "Then," stated Prof.
Smith, "we shall be integral human beings."
,

RAFFLE
James Duquette, president of
the- class of '64, has announced
that ,the Sodality will be running a raffle from March 4 to
April 27.
First prize in the raffle is a
Motorola stereo console: 2nd is a
G.E. clock radio: and 3rd prize
is a G.E. portable electric grill.
Each chance will cost 2Sc.
Tickets may be purchased from
any member of the Sodality or
from James Duquette, William
Hoehler, Jack Dalton, and Peter
Garry. The Sodality is hoping
for the support of the entire student body.
The drawing will be held on
April 27 at 6 p.m. in Loyola Cafe.

At its February 12 meeting the
Student Council selected the six
men who will represent the student body in the Academic Forum. A five hour interview period at which the Council met
and questioned the forty-two
applicants was followed by· discussion of the individuals' qualifications. After two and one half
hours of debate, Jose Jarabo-

Alvarez '65, Richard Lawless '64,
John O'Connor '64, Dale McNulty '64, Anthony Clementino '63,
and .'John O'Reilly '63 were
chosen for the Forum.

"Nearly everyone of the applicants had sound constructive
thoughts on the academic' life
of the university," a council
member stated. "The sincere
opinions and the applicants' other qualifications compounded the
difficulty in selection, but the
Fairfield's Bensonians, in thei~ recent appearance at the com·
Council feels it has chosen six
to
make
arrangements
for
this
bined Glee Club concert held in Gonzaga Auditorium.
anticipated concert.
outstanding representatives.:'
This Saturday, March 2, the
Father Coughlin, S.J., Dean of
Glee Club will travel to White Studies, recently emphasized
Plains to sing a combined conthat the AcadeJTIic Forum should
cert with the Glee Club of Good be completely student oriented.
Counsel College.
The Chairman of the entire
Mr. Harak, director of the
Forum
will be a student and the
Club, has selected soloists who
By 1ACK PECKA
Club will travel to Boston.
will perform in the full concerts six students will invite those
Fairfield University and EmAfter the concert an informal this year: Dan Carney '64 will members of the faculty and admanuel College Glee Clubs were social was held in Loyola sing "You Are Beautiful" from ministration whom they want to.
presented on Sunday, February Lounge. Dinner in the cafeteria Flower Drum Song. Dan has participate in each discussion.
10, in the Sixth Annual Sister's preceeded the informal enter- also decided to include' an Irish The selection of the topics will
Concert, given here. The nuns tainment provided by soloists song in his repertoire. Ronny also come from the six students.
said later, at the tea held in the from each club. The gentlemen Jarabo will sing Italian selecClementino Chosen
recreation room, that they ap- of Fairfi'eld then escorted the tI'ons Bob Anderson a new solo
.
,
At the first meeting of the
preciated and fully enjoyed the youllg ladies of Emmanuel Col- choice, though not new to the
. .
club, will sing the song that we student representatIves the baSIC
concert. Club members agreed lege to their buses.
The Glee Club sang a full remember as the Voice of Fire- ~tructure and p,:rpose of the
that the nuns were an extremely
concert program February 23 at stone theme "If I Could Te', ; l' orum ,:""ere outlmed. Anthony
warm audience.
College.
On You.",
'
Cle~entmo '63 was elected
Since both clubs sang, neither Manhattanville
Fr. Murray, moderator, is ChaIrman, and he expressed, on
presented a full concert pro- Wednesday, February 27, they
gram. The selected numbers are singing at the Maryknoll working on many details for b.ehalf of all the students a sperepresented a cross section of Seminary, Ossining, New York, future concerts including the clal thanks to the Student Countheir future concerts. The com- where they will visit with for- 14th Annual W~terbury Concert cil for the formation ?f SUCh. a
bined \concert will be repeated mer members of the 'club, in-and a concert in the Bushnell Forum. Mr. Clementmo saId,
"This -organization is the stunext year when the Fairfield cluding Paul Rudd, who helped in Hartford.
dent body's most effective means
to direct communication with
the faculty and administration.
The opinions of any student are
strongly encouraged in letter
form or by personal contact. I
emphasize this point so that the
ForuriJ. will truly .be the voice
An independent group of ten undergraduates from Fairfield University and Yale comprise of the student body."
Any letters to the Academic
the members of an inter-faith diaglogue. The Catholic view of Christianity will be expressed by
Dick Lawless '64, Dale McNulty '64, Robert Anderson '64, Victor Urbanowitz '64 and Ivan Strenski Forum may be presented to Mrs.
Brown in the mail room to be
'65. The Yale group will be composed of five members of the Episcopalian faith.
Some weeks ago Fr. Don Callenback, Episcopal priest at Trinity Church in Southport, was left in the Forum's post office
invited by the Canisius Academy to speak here on campus. During his speech (What I Believe box.
A Council representative at
as a Christian) Fr. Callenback happened to mention that he was pursuing his doctorate at the
Yale Divinity School and that he has a number of Epi~copalian friends in the undergraduate the meeting said that "If this
classes at Yale. He also told the audience how he and Fr. Richard Rousseau, S.J. have been meeting is any indication of the
dynamic qualities of these' six
carrying on a dialogue between themselves for the past two years.
After listening to the Episcopal priest some of the students attending expressed a desire to men, the Academic Forum will
form a dialogue with Fr. Callenback's associates at Yale. With the aid of both Fr. Callenback be a respected and active orani Fr. Rousseau, S.J., arrangements were made for a meeting to be held Tuesday, Feb. 19th ganization."
at Yale but due to weather conditions it had to be postponed. Other meetings are being arranged and are to be held alternately at Yale and Fairfield.
PAGE DIRECTORY
Dick Lawless in an interview said "the basic idea or reason behind the dialogue movement The Column .
Page 2
is that the disunity in the Christian community ~s undesirable," and that, "one barrier to unity Outlook on Latin
is the lack of contact. The dialogue movement aims at contact between Christians."
Page 3
America
The method to be used in this dialogue is one of "Mutual explanation of the respective Editoria·ls .
Page 4
religions." The discussioI;1s will center on topics such as the nature of the Christian Church, Features .
Page 5
the sacraments and Christian response to twentieth century society. Books such as Robert M. Sports
Page 6 & 7
Brown's An American Dialogue are to be used' as a frame of reference. Fr. Callenback and World & Nat'l News Page 8
Fr. Rousseau will be on hand as advisors to the respective groups.

FU Hosts loint Concert;
Glee Club Faces Busy Schedule

Catholics~

Episcopalians Confer
In F.U.-Yale Interfaith Dialogue

QUESTION:
Do you think that the school
seal in the gym lobby should be
guarded from being walked on?
If so, in what fashion?
ANSWER:
John Schuster, '65
The school seal located in the
lobby of the gymnasium is regarded by most of us as a somewhat sacred area. Should a
guard of some type be provided
so that it will not be walked
on? Most definitely! Outsiders
are not aware of how sacred it
is - no student would consider
walking on it! Four metal posts
joined by a red and white r.ope

STUDENT OPINION POLL
By JOHN TlMMEL

responsible for having the seal,
on the floor must have made
some provision for the fact that
people are going to wa~k on
floors, as long as there are floors.
So, the seal probably won't vanish if walked on. Secondly, I
know of a college which has a
similar seal on its floor, and at
which college NOBODY ever
walks on the seal. Well, it's unnerving there, having all these
girls constantly shrieking, "Don't
walk on the seal!" Shrieks
wouldn't be becoming to Fairfield, either.
piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilli Bill Stewart, '64
I definitely t hi n k the seal
T
E
should be guarded, since it represents the school and commands
respect. Also, the initiation of a
W i& L• Go Mo Z. Ow V Ow
k
a few traditions around Fair--------~-------~I field wouldn't exactly injure our
That Dirty Word Again
soirits.
Apathy, that filthy little noun, has reappeared, scrawled ob- Bill Schuck, '65
scenely upon our walls. We know, though, how to handle this
Our University Seal IS our
baby: we just don't look. We simply avert our gaze, focus quickly University. It IS Fairfield Union some neatly stenciled bulletin brightly bidding us, Do Attend
the Tri-Monthly Meeting of the Bocci Circle, Won't You? Unlike
Holden, .we don't want to smear sleeves attempting to rub it out.
And we chide, maybe even chuckle at the fool who does.
Give us a synonym, we cry. Let's pussy-foot it. "Paltry partici"
pation at cultural activities" isn't bad. "Intellectual stagnation".
and "mental inertia" sound real learned. "Classroom indolence"
Although the 1963 Dogwood
has kind of a nice ring to it, like something Bufferin might relieve. Festival does not take place un'~Inferiority complex" sounds psychological, almost exciting. Yes, til mid May, the members of
the word's too ugly, too large and too bitter to gobble. Sugar-coat the Junior class are now workit, color it pink, and make it chewable. Don't give us the bitter ing on this social event.
antibiotic, Doctor, we say, but the pleasing placebo.
The Dogwood Festival evolved
No, let's not look at that offensive thing splashed across the from the Junior Weekend in
wall; and push away the untasty pill. Regard the bulletin board. 1958, previously the. weekend
There's the Blood Club, buses to the game, intramurals, the orien~ was open only to juniors. The
~ation committee, Gala**Weekend**Committee, area club meet- advantage of opening the weekmgs, the cheerleaders, and some service club meetings-proof end to the entire student body,
enough of campus activity. Of course, certain malcontents will is that it made it economically
persist in ,bugging us, bawling that these functions basically have feasible to bring more "big
nothing to do with the educative purpose of a university. To them name" entertainment to the
we can only say, regard--the STAG: New Frontiers, a literary campus.
Since this was no longer exmagazine that finds it necessary to run a contest (with prize
money) to stimulate woefully low student contribution' the Manor, clusively a junior weekend, a
which is, after all, a cne-shot enterprise; a few study clubs of new name was sought for the
true merit; a little theatre which, as its first major production weekend. The name Dogwood
in a year at this, a men's university, will stage a drama having Festival is the creation of Mr.
a. four-man cast, of which two are females; a bloodless Alpha Fred Tartaro.
The Dogwood Festival has
Slgma Nu Arts Forum, the organization that presented Dame
traditionally
brought
major
Judith Anderson to a gymnasium practically devoid of Fairfield
entertainment to the campus
students and which, vampirized by last June's graduation cereand according to weekend chair~~nies, seemingly lies embalmed, awaiting interment; a badlyman, Jim White, this year will
allmg Seven Arts Society; and a limping - attendance-wise - be no exception.
lecture series.
While the schedule of events
But, we say, can't you "see the improvement from last year?" has varied slightly, the prom is
We haven't had anything like Buckley-Kenealy, no Barry Gold- generally recognized as the key
water, and certain~y not a Dame Judith, it's true. But, really don't event of the Festival. Another
you think "we're ready, as a whole, to advance to greater things?" event that .has been traditional
Actually all we need is a "little more positive leadership"-we're is the Saturday afternoon picnic
dying for any kind of intellectual ball carrier-"and direction"- at Sherwood Island State Park
not to some beer blast, but to some hard mental jawbreaking- in Westport.
"together with a constant renewal of efforts on our part," so we
This year's committee plans
can have our "Rendezvous with Destiny."
to build and expand on the sucTogether with truth, freedom, justice, and the American Way. cesses of the past and to make
~Together with cute little mottos for pacifiers.
this year's Festival one that
Together with a stiff belt of Bromo.
will never be forgotten.

..
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would be more than appropriate.
William Sullivan, '66
No.
Leon Archambault, '63
No! Though a school seal
should demand respect from the
student body, the seal in question is, first of all, part of the
walking surface in the gym lobby, and, secondly, is much too
small to have a picket fence or
sign preventing students from
trodding on it.
Michael Lawrence, '63
No. First of all, who ever is

' .
UMN
~.

~

DOGWOOD
FESTIVAL

Conservatives Form
Club; Seek Advisor
The Conservative Club held
its first meeting Feb. 18th at
which time they discussed the I ~
subject of a club constitution
which will be presented at the
next meeting Feb. 27th. A fund
drive for the purpose of sponsoring a speech by a leading
conservative was also brought
up at the meeting.
The immediate duty of the
Conservative Club is to obtain
recognition by school authority.
The dub hopes to accomplish
this by sending a letter to the
Rector listing the principles of
the club and requesting a moderator.

Your Best Bet
• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS
• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS
• FOR DRESS FASHIONS

It's

NDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
CMin.age19 & completion afalleasllyearofcaUege'

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

THE. ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE ·CAMPS'

... comprising 350 outstanding Boys, Girls, Brother-Siltar

·.ild Co-Ed Camps, located throughout the New England, Mid-

dla Atlantic Stu.. and Canada.

-

•• • INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES c:onc:emlnq summer employment as Ileael
..
Counselofll, Group Leaden, Speclaltle., General Counselofll.

Write, Phone, or Call In Per,on

fresh taste!

Association of Private Camps - Dept. C·
Maxwell M. Alexonder, Executive Director

~.S We.ll iaJ1JUJr.J't. _ Q1J·26.a.t.".Iy,-l!r~~,;.H. T,!

versity, the co'mmunity, the in- merely by placing two members
tellectual, spiritual, physical, on each side of the seal during
moral community. NoW should, any function in the gymnasium.
or would, anyone who is a mem- Personally, I feel that a perber of or who believes in Fair- manent protection for the seal
field University allow ANYONE itself in the form of some strucAT ALL to walk or step on it, ture to be determined either by
thereby disregarding it as a to- the students or the administratality? There is too much dis- tion.
regard, neglect, omission, in this Jim McLaughlin, '64
I think it is a very good idea.
world, in our University especially. To guard and protect our Students should not step on the
school seal from being treaded seal. The seal represents the
upon, as if it meant- nothing, is whole school, and if we show
the final, ultimate, consummate what we think of our school by
expression of our membership walking over it and putting out
and belief in our body, our com- cigarettes on it, then we don't
munity, both to ourselves and think very highly of our school.
A guard for the seal' should not
to all others.
The Cardinal Key Soc i e t y be necessary. It should be the
could easily and adequately per- students themselves who show
form. this very meaningful act, their respect for the seal.
----'---------------------------

On Campqg

)fuMtt1

9hulman

(Author of "I Was a Te~fI~ !?warf', "The Many
lhrIea of Dobie GillUl", etc.)
,

GLAD RAGS
The hounds of spring are on winter's traces. Soon buds the
crocus, soon trills the giant condor, soon come the new spring
fashions to adorn our lissome limbs:
.
And what will the American college student wear this spring?
Ga;ther round, you rascals, and light a Marlboro Cigarette and
enJoy that fine mellow tobacco, that pure white filter and
possess your souls in sweet content, and listen.
'
~s eve~one knows, campus fashions have always been casual.
Thls spnng, however, they have gone beyond being merely
casual: they have become makeshift.
The o!>ject is to look madly improvised, gaily spur-of-themoment! For example, why don't you girls try wearing a
peasant skirt with a dinner jacket? Or matador pants with a
bridal veil? Or Bermuda shorts with bronze breastplates? Be
rakish! Be impromptu! Be devil-take-the-hindmost!
And, men, you be the same. Try an opera cape with sweat
p!lnts. Or a letter-sweater wit~ kilts. Or a strait jacket with
hip boots. Be bold! Be danng! Be a tourist attraction!'

~

~~~tt;Ki~b(PI !~t;;Pfa!

But all is not innovation in collegll fashions this spring. In
fact, one of the highlights of the season turns time backward in
it~ flight. I refer, ·of- course, to the comeback of the powdered
wIg.
ThiB charming accoutrement, too long neglected has already
caught on with in undergrads everywhere. On 'hundreds of
campuses the bossa nova is giving way to the minuet, and
patriotIC undergraduates are dumping British tea into the
nearest harbor. This, as you may imagine, does not sit well with
King George III who, according to reliable reports, has been
stamping his foot and uttering curses not fit to reproduce in
this family newspaper. For that matter, a lot of our own people
are steamed up too, and there has even been Bome talk about the
American colonies declaring their independence of England.
But I hardly think it will come to that. I mean how can we
break with the mother country when we are dep~ndent on her
for s~ many things-linsey-woolsey, Minie balls, taper snuffers,
and hke that? She, on the other hand, relies on us for turkeys,
Marlboro CIgarettes, and Route 66. So I say, if Molly Pitcher
and those other Radcliffe hotheads will calm down and if
gentlemen will' cry "Peace! Peace!" we may yet 'find an
amicable ,'lolution to our differences. But let not our British
cousins mistake this willingness to negotiate for weakness. If
fight we IllU~t, then fight we will! Paul Revere is saddled up,
the rude lmdge arches the flood, and the ROTC is armed!
But. I ~igress. We were smoking Marlboro Cigarettes-O,
spl~ndld cIgarette! 0, good golden tobaccos! 0, pristine pure
whlte filter! 0, fresh! 0, tasty! 0, soft pack! 0, flip top box!
0, get some!-we were, I say, smoking Marlboros and talking
about spring fashions.
.
Let us turn now to the season's most striking new featurepne~maticunder~rawe~s. These inflatable garments make every
c~alr an easy chalr. ThInk how welcome they will be when you
Stt t~rough a long lecture! They are not, however, without
certaIn ':langers. Last week, for example, Rimbaud Sigafoos a
sophomore at the University of Pittsburgh, fell out of a 96th
storr window in the Tower of Learning. Thanks to his pneu~atJc underdrawers, he suffered no injury when he strock the
. sldewalk, but the poor fellow is still bouncing-his seventh
consecuth'e day-and it is feared that he will starve to death .
© 1963 Max 8bulmao

*

*

*

F~shions come, fashions go, but year after year Marlboro
Cigarettes, sponsors of this column, bring you the tastiest
tobaccos and a pure white filter'too. Try Marlboro s~on.
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By JOHN J. TtMMEL

If it were possible to describe

in a few words the labors of
John O'Reilly, those words
would be "devotion" ,and "dedication." Devotion and dedication, not ohly in ,the scholastic
sense, but in the field of extracurricular activities as well.
John hails from Wethersfield,
Conn. He graduated fro m
Wethersfield High School, Class
of '59, and during his years
there he participated in Dramatics, Glee Club, Swimming, Baseball, and Cross Country Track,
rising to the post of co-captain
in that organization.
John has been one of the most
active supporters of the University's extracurricular program.
He has been a member of the
Glee Club for his entire four
years at Fairfield, and is currently the Club's President. He
has been one, of the Club's
"Campus Minstrels" for four
years, and is this year its Student Director. In addition, he is
a member of the "Bensonians
Quartet." During his Freshman
,....

CAMPUS PERSONALITY

is an organization which speaks
on behalf of the students, is a
testimony to the spirit of cooperation which exists between
the Faculty and the Student
Body. He also believes that
there should be more personal
contact between Faculty and
Students. "Some fail," John g,aid,
"to realize the value of such
contact."
One of John's most valuable
"learning experiences," outside
of the classroom, has been the
Glee Club. The Club's activities
,are not confined only to the
Campus, as are most other
clubs., BecaUlSe of this, the
Club's member,s are exposed to
all types' of people and audiences. John says that in this
organiZiation, one is able to
"learn much about ~human nature" and "put common sense
into practical usage which really
isn't quite as easy as it sounds."

and Sophomore years, John was
a member of the Sodality. Last
year he was the Communion
Breakfast Chairman of the Dogwood Festival. This year, John
is the President of the Philosophy Club, a member of Alpha
Sigma Nu - which is the National Honor Society for Jesuit
Colleges and Universities - ' a
member of the Cardinal Key
Society, and a member of the
newly-formulated A cad e m i c
Forum.
John likes to unwind by playing his guitar, watching an occasional movie, and "studying
slowly."
Next fall, John plans to enroll
at the University of Connecticut
Law School in Hartford.
The subject of Philosophy revision was brought up. I asked
John to comment on all the cries
)ohn O'Reilly
Southbury: Scene Of
for Philosophical up-dating. He
said that, "When changes are is the chairman of the Phiioso- p
'b
sYC. Clu Field Trip
necessary, Father Clancy, who phy Department, will make
"'"""" these changes."
On Monday, February 18, the
"I am very much encouraged," Psychology C I u b of Fairfield
t:Jvr4.lIl1~
aN
John stated, "by the interest University undertook' a field trip
to Southbury Training School for
being shown by the students in
mentally retarded children.
Modern Philosophy. I think this
The trip began with an intro(J,g'.¥ dJhl-rlis a very 'healthy' outlook." ductiop on admission procedures
'------------------------------JI John went on by saying that, by the Director of Admissions,
Our general purpose in the writing of these columns will be "Philosophy means different followed by a brief question and
to discuss some of the most important "problem areas" in the things to different people. Since answer period. The club was
social, economic and political complex which is the Latin Ameri- Scholasticism is not the only then conducted on atour through
can grouplng, of nations. It will be of prime importance that the valid philosophy, there should various classrooms. This providreader try constantly to see the political implications of a social be more recognition given to ed an ample opportunity to Qbof serve the various techniques
or economic situation in order to further appreciate both the contemporary' s c h a a 1 s
employed in dealing with the
gravity and the complexity of the problems that exist. The Latin thought."
John is glad that he decided children. Each teacher explained
American countries have many things in common such as: a rooting in the Spanish culture, the resultant speaking of the Spanish to come to Fairfield. He feels to the club members the mental
language in the greater majority of these countries, and economic- that an attitude of mind exists abilities of the children and why
ally a very pronounced trend toward one product economies. The here which gives the students
common cultural ties with Spain, beginning with the discovery a more "grown-up outlook."
and conquest of the Americas and extending through their sub- "The students realize that this
sequent colonization, have left many traits which are especially is a young school, and that they
visible in the social structure. Spain is a country which has been, will be shaping the School's tra'and to a certain extent still is, very aristocratic in its structure ditions," he said. John also stated that, "One of the finest tradiand mode of living.
The Student Council has anThis Spanish characteristic was, one of the most import~nt tions we have is the attitude of
ones brought to the New World societies and one which has been friendshi'P which exists during nounced that Fairfield will, subchanged only in a few of the larger countries by the influence of Freshman Orientation Week. mit one entry, to the Iona Colimmigration and industrialization. These changes, as complete as There was no hazing, no 'big- lege Spring~ Spectacular, April
wheeling' on ,the part of the
they have seemed to be in a country such as Argentina, still have
upper-classmen, or anything of 28, 1963. The Spectacular will
not abolished the Old World agricultural structure of which we that nature."
consist in a Talent Show starthear so much in our newspapers and th~ studies made 'on agrarian
John feels that the existence ing at 2 p.m. and an evening
reform in South America.
In this introductory column 'we have chosen to dwell on a of the Academic Forum, which show in which the Highwaymen,
very important after-effect of this Spanish colonization which is
ra folk singing quartet, and the
the educational system in Latin America. It is obvious that eco- Annual Award Given to
nomic influences have had and continue to have
great part to
play in the scarcity of schools, teachers, and even pupils in this Fr. Hohmann By AMA omics Department, two plant
area, but the early social concept of education cannot be neglected
tours, and a research movie,
either. In accord with the Spanish concept the most important
The Reverend William H.- "The Gold Link." The Club is
role of education was the formation of an elite which was to be Hohmann, S.J.,' Professor' of also planning a spring businessthe directing sector of society. These, in turn, would gradually Economics at Fairfield Univer- dinner meeting.
bring the benefits of education to the masses. Although various sity is the recipient of the "Honattempts were made toward popular education, really significant orary Life Membership Award"
contributions were not seen until the time of Sarmiento, in the given annually by the Collegiate
middle of the nineteenth century. This man had great influence in Marketing Club on behalf of the
the Southern continent but his attempts were not all that was American Marketing Associaneeded in the accomplishment of public education for all.
tion. The award attested his
This' duality of systems explains many of the great difficul- "outstanding contribution to the
ties and characteristics of the Latin American educational reality organization's educational proas we see it today. These include a great inequality of educational gram." The Collegiate Marketopportunities; a divorce between the structure and orientation of ing Club of this University, is
educational services and'the real educational needs of the coun- one of over a hundred such stutries; the rigidity and uniformity of lhe 'programs of teaching, dent chapters, whkh are 10l'
.
cated on the campuses of colse ectlvely orIentated toward the university - which opens the leges and universities in the U.S.
door to the libera~ professions and an influence in public life. and Canada. This club is one of
They accentuate an encyclopedic knowledge more than a broad the few professional organizaand realistic preparation for the handling of the economic and tions at Fairfield University.
social demands of an ever-increasing population. There 'is a treThe club's agenda for second
mendous realization, today of the insufficiency and inefficacy of, semester includes a lecture by
the public primary school and of technical and vocational training. Secondary educational institutions cannot meet the growing
demand. Teachers are poorly prepared and underpaid. In addition
to this there still exists, in many places, the concept that education is a prestige symbol that frees those that acquire it from
Headquarters For The Most
direct contact with work activities.
Obviously, preparation for the liberal professions is necessary
Famous Brands Of Ski Equipment
in society but it can only be given to a certain few. The modern
world exacts more technical education as well as great attention
to the literacy of the many. Illiteracy ranges from ten percent
to more than fifty percent in some of these nations. There is no
question that the present system has supported and is still aiding
the suffocation of the aspirations of the many among the peopleS
of Latin America.
NEXT ISSUE: The Latin American University.
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Coeval Church, Topic
Of 'Fr. Bonn's Lecture
"Welcome to Catholicism" was
the title of a lecture delivered
by Rev. John Louis Bonn, S.J.
on February 12 under the sponsorship of the Ignatian Council
of the Knights of Columbus. Fr.
Bonn stressed in his talk the
position of the Catholic Church
in present day America.
With the presidential .campaign of 1960, Fr. Bonn stated,
the problem of integration of
Catholics into the American
culture was brought ,to a head
and, more jmportantly, solved.
The Catholic Church no longer
must explain itself.
The historical fact that the
Church in the United States has
never forced its disciplines on
any other group was stressed by
Fr. Bonn. The only church disciplines which have been forced
on Americans are those of otlier
sects.
"Since only the Catholic
Church, however, has always demanded the concept of liberty
which is inherent in free will,
we can now for the first time
declare that we are the Catholic
Church and we are welcome:"
different procedures are used.
Next the club was guided
through many different cottages
where living quarters are provided. The children are placed in
these cottages according to age,
sex, and physical and mental
capabilities. Again at the completion of the tour an opportunity for questions was provided.

Fairfield Submits One Entry
To Iona Spring Spectcular

a:

1----:==========--NOJ1ENA
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•
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winner of the Talent Show will
appear. Tentative plans are being worked out with the Tonight
Show on NBC-TV for the winner's appearance.
The Fairfield elimInations will
begin this week with application blanks to be filed and' a
prelimifiary contest on March
4th, depending on the number
of entries. On March 5th, final
eliminations will take place. Mr.
Simon Harak, the Unjyersity's
Glee Club Director, will be the
judge.
Over twenty-one colleges have
consented to participate in the
contest. The Spectacular is
sponsored by the Iona College
Student Council with' the financial backing of severnl of the
College's student organizations.
Groups or individual performers should see their Fairfield
Student Council representative
for more information as soon
as possible.

GRACE
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The Clampett Sport Center

epa~k&'t(j

Telephone CL 9·5846
Our New Home
1484 Post' Road
Fairfield Center
CL 6-0658

Paperback Book
.Specialists

1555 Post Road

Fairfield, Conn.

. HIS TRUMPET
AND 'ORCHESTRA
in Concert and Dance

Henke -

Eckel -

Barrecrqfters

Concert
Dance

Hart -

Northland -

Cubco

Christy - Rosskope - Burlington

$2.75 per penon
for Both
Concert & Daile.
Sunday, March 3rd
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Editorial Commentary

YEAR OF CHALLENGE
FOR FAIRFIELD
This scholastic year is a year of
suffering within and challenge to the
University community.
Fairfield University must answer
the challenges thrust upon it from
a technologically-advanced society in
search of ethical norms and from its
own conscience of academic integrity.
This answer necessarily posits suffering within the student plurality lacking sufficient motivation to employ
their vast capacities. The individual
student within this community is
suddenly being shown where the gate
is, and what is required to stay, much
more frequently and with greater emphasis than in the past few semesters.
Student organizations face challenges also. The Student Council revamps its Constitution; the Glee Club
fights to regain a title lost last spring;

the Varsity basketball team battles
within itself and with its contenders
against the unforseen challenges in
the midst of a highly-toutedseason.
The students' relations with school
authority concerning Mass attendance, class cuts, building maintenance and corridor discipline ha,ve continually reflected the sufferings from
immaturity, irresponsibility and lacle
of motivation.
These challenges are not indigenous to the student populace. The
Faculty, in its intra-and inter-departmental meetings, has and continues to face the challenges of getting
-more students to realize their abilities
and potential achievement. This analysis overlaps into the problems of
what is 'offered and how it is offered. In this, the students have con-

INEFFICIENCY:
LATE MARKS & LONG LINES
Although much praise is merited
by the Office of the Dean of Studies,
one area the STAG feels needs improvement is that concerning efficiency.
At the beginning of this semester
numerous students were seriously
concerned with their academic status.
The number of those not returning is
,

Excused CutS?
There has been considerable emphasis placed upon class attendance
by the administration and, in turn,
the faculty. This past semester we
have observed the effects of a stringent applic<ftion of the cut system
upon the student body. The maximum number of cuts and the number
of late slips have been clearly and
explicitly established and there can
be no doubt as to the mechanical
observance of, these requirements.
This is all to the good; there can be
no misunderstanding of the various
requirements.
The second facet of this problem
is the assignment of closed retreats to
the student body by the administration. There can be no doubt as to the
intention of the administration in
this regard. It is an established norm
that the Catholic layman should annually make a spiritual retreat. To
facilitate scheduling of these closed
retreats the administration has assigned the available dates to a cross
section of the student body. The two
three day periods that are used are
Friday through Sunday and Sunday
through Tuesday.
The conflict between the second
session of retreat assignments and the
administration policy concerning the
cut system should be obvious. Those
students who are assigned the Sunday to Tuesday session of closed -retreat are penalized for two days of
absences in their courses. In addition
to the loss of academic continuity,
the possibility of up to two cuts in
a course is an imposition.
That there is privilege in this situation is assumed. Because of the circumstances this can be understood.
rThat there is, however, an unnecessary and unequal burden placed upon
a segment of the student body cannot
be assumed. It is incomprehensible.
At one time to emphasize the
rigorous adherence to the cut system
and at another, to assign segments of
the student' body to forfeit their cUt
prerogatives is inconsistent and contradictory. T--he fact that the cuts are
excused does not eliminate those cuts
from the record or from the professor's attendance book.
> ,

•

tributed by ralSlng questions as to
the value of courses or the method of
presenting certain disciplines.
This is the year, then, of challenge
and, hence, of opportunity. This is
not the year to "get through." This
is the year to build and perfect and
excel. It is insane and psychologically unhealthy and irresponsible to refuse to accept the challenges and the
implicit suffering. For some reasons
which we may see only in part now,
we are being asked to give more than
we are accustomed.
Hopefully, some answers and new
methods have already corne forth.
The Academic Forum, the discussion
on Ph'ilosophy, the Philosophy Club,
the articles arguing over Mass attendance, the results, subjectively good
or bad, from first semester exams all these elements demunstrate the
value of continuing our present commitment and increasing that commitment.
This challenge, this opportunity,
is not offered just to the administration or- the heads_of the academic departments. This opportunity to com-'
mitment is for everyone who refers to
Fairfield as his community.
this impossible, the idea of a longer
semester break should be considered;
2) That an orderly system of appointments be made when it is necessary to meet with the Dean; and 3)
That many routine approvals in the
field of studies be delegated. to an assistant.
This problem may not develop
for another year, but while the difficulties are still fresh in mind the
matter should be considered.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Philosophy R.S.V.P.
To the Editor:
Your recent features regarding the
philosophy curriculum at Fairfield
University carried with them an invitation to the student body to enter
into discussion regarding the matter.
This is -an acknowledgement of your
R.S.V.P.
After I had read the aforementioned
articles, I must admit that I found
them to have left an impression which
is no doubt at variance with the one
intended by their authors, namely,
they condemned 110t the philosophy
curriculum but rather the student body
of Fairfield University, This student
body was there described as one serving a four-year sentence at Memory
Prison, almost completely void- of independent intellectual aggressiveness
and, due to lack of proper facilities at
the Prison, deprived of the opportunity.,.
to uene;}t from the therapy available
at more utopian institutions, namely,
a modern approach to philosophy.
Familiar to most college students
should be the common saying among
high school teachers ,to their departing
seniors: "I won't be around when
you're in college to lead you by the
hand and to force you to do your work.
Your work in college is. going to be your
responsibility - etc." The college classroom and the college professor, then,
are comparable to a road map; we
have the starting point and the goal
at ~our disposal, but the journey from
one to the other is the student's und.ertaking. Examinations, required courses,
etc. might be looked upon as toll stations along this academic excursion,
but the highway is generously furnished
'with rest areas such as lectures, various academic societies, and, perhaps
the most beneficial of a~l to the tourist,
the library.
'
I do not believe that the staff of the
STAG means to condemn the student
body, yet I cannot heLp but sense that
the suppOsed shortcomings attacked in
the recent issue are imputable more
to the students than to the professors.
Road maps are both dull and exciting - any long journey is a burden,
and quite often monotonous. But, I
would urge the student body to recognize that, as the travelers, they can
make the trip much more enjoyableby their own independent and private
efforts.
Sincerely,
Frank D. Marino, Jr.• '63

ample proof that in many cases such
concern was justified.
Some of 'these students remained
at Fairfield for two or three days be·
fo.re they were notified that they
were deficient in credit and would be
forced to leave. Still others found out
in the middle or the end of the- first
week of the second semester that they
had failed 'a course. In the case of
Seniors, they would desire either to To the Editor:
In case no one has noticed, Fairfield
enter another course at Fairfield to University
has its very own -Oregon
make up the credit or to enroll at Trail: in particular, the "beaten" path
another acceptable university to t!1ke between Loyola and Xavier hall directly across from the Gym. This path
a required course that is not given is passable only in summer (when
here in second semester. The delay in we're not here). In winter it presents
determining their mark greatly hin- to the student as much a problem as
did the Frontier to the pioneer.
dered them in establishing their
Since we students have no Conestoga
courses for the second semester.
wagons or canal barges, an improveIt is realized that only so much ment in this path would be welcomed
can be done, but that does not make - and since I and others are woefully
of playing Lewis and Clark at
the situation satisfactory. Perhaps the tired
9 o'clock in the morning teachers are lax in reporting grades or
"SOMEONE PLEASE P AVE IT"
perhaps the clerical help is insuffiHopefully,
cient to perform the task. In either _
William J, Flahive. Jr.. '65
case a remedy must be sought.
P.S. The Frontier left Connecticut
Another example of inefficiency ages ago!
(Letters Cont'd. on Page 5, CoL 3)
is the manner prescribed for "seeing
the Dean." The system is often hap_hazard. Refering again to the insurances between semesters, we find
that the arrangement leaves something to be desired. There were many
students who were required to see the
Dean either because of low academic
standing or because they desired to
Published bi-weekly by Students of Fairfield University during regular university year,
except during holiday and examination periods. The subscription rate is two dollars and
change a course or a major. All these
fifty cents per year: address - Box 913, Campion Hall.
students patiently waited at the office
for the first week, confering with the
Represented for National Advertlslng by
Nallonal AdverllslDg Service" Inc.
Dean on a first corne first serve basis.
• Office: Campion 101-102, ,Phone CL 6-1011, Ext. 307 (Editor: CL 9-9162)
Most of them could ill afford the
time wasted due to the lack of a
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
-..
VINCENT Ii. D'ALESSANDRO
coherent systemJ of appointments.
EDITORIAL BOAJU)
The STAG recommends three
PRODUCTION - JAY L. LA CROIX
changes.
That marks, especially
•
6
·PERSONNEL - RICHARD M. LAWLESS
failures, be available to the student
BUSINESS - JEFF CLAffiMONT
before the second semester begins. If
the amount of time available makes
CIRCULATION - STEPHEN ADAMOVlCH, RONALD BIANCHI
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''I'M A DEMOCRAT" OR WHERE IS THE ACLU?
Can all New Frontiersmen tolerate non violent opposition?
At first glance this question wo.uld seem r8:t~er impudent, aft~r
all, isn't the ~oleration of non vl~lent OPPo~ltlOn ?y .the party m
power e~se~tIal to the democratic process. A?- mCldent of last
<?ctober mdlcates that the ans~er to the question may be a partIal no.
.
.
. ,
.
The PresIdent was scheduled to speak at IndIanapolIs yvelr
Cook Airport. The Marion County chapte!-" of Y0';IDg Amencans
for Freedo~ p.lanned ~o: greet the. PresIdent wl~h a I?e~ceful
demonstratlOn m opposItion to certalI~ New Frontier pohcles..
On the day before t~e demonstratlOn .YAF me~bers were mstructed to dress attractively, to wear SUl~S and ties. Those who
would car,ry the 150 collapsible signs, WhICh when unfolded are
about the size of an umbrella, were. inst~ucted to avoid violence
at all costs, not to argue, not to retahate If attacked and to report
any difficulties to a policeman. The signs were-carefully worded
to avoid any personal attack on the President: "Fumigate Fidel,"
"Deeds not Deals," and "Medicare is a Fraud."
Of the 100,000 expected to greet the President about 10,000
were present. These included Senator Vance Hartke, Governor
Matthew Welsh, and Senatorial Candidate Birch Byah, all Democrats.
y AF members and friends arrived and dispersed throughout
the crowd and began to unfold their signs. Dour Whitehead, an
Indiana University medical student, was the first to lift his sign.
And now, quoting the source of this article (The New Guard. December-January, 1963), here is what ens'ued: "A group of men
immediately came into the area and began to throw paper cups
at him, then attempting to get at his sign, they pushed and shoved,
ripped clothing, and knocked off his glasses. Whitehead didn't hit
back, but yelled at a nearby police officer for help. His call was
ignored even though the officer had witnessed the six or eight
men beating Whitehead."
Another student, Eric Johnson of Purdue University, who was
carrying a sign reading, "Less Profile, More Courage" was "slugged in the teeth, hit in the throat, and kicked by the group of
'goons' wearing Birch Byah hats." (He required medical attention
for his cuts and loose teeth.) Whitehead assembled with friends
and retreated to a rear area to wait for the rally to eI).d. A YAF
leader, who was also a registered Democrat and a member of the
AFL-CIO, was grabbed about the neck while he was struck .in
the face and head. Several men sat on another YAF member whIle
one worked on his kidney. The member, a medical student, later
said that the men were evidently well trained in these tactics
because they "sure knew where and how to hit." Others abused
included a five year old girl and a young Democratic mother
carrying a baby.
The group was apparently well organized. All were on a first
name basis. A young man with a walkie-talkie directed them. "He
would report a pre-numbered area where one or two YAFers
were carrying signs, and within the next few minutes six or eight
men would be upon the one or two sign carriers."
_
And what were the officers of the law doing while this was
going on? The .officers were indifferent. One of the victims approached a deputy sheriff and asked, "You saw what happened,
isn't anyone going to do anything?" As the deputy turned his
back and walked away, he answered, "I'm a Democrat."
The incident described in the preceeding paragraphs differs
from the usual political violence in that it was organized and
pre-meditated. In the normal course of events, political violence
is an act done on the spur of .the moment when emotions are
aroused. The facts that: 1) The participants were on a first name
basis, 2) That they were centrally directed, 3) The area had been
previously divided into zones, and 4) That the violence was directed solely against a particular group (except for some probably.
unintentional molesting of non-demonstrators) tend to indicate
.that the violence was not sponfaneous.
But, perhaps the most appalling fact of all is the callous indifference of the depu1y sheriff who was requested to act and
refused with the simple comment, "I'm a Democrat."

Who's ~4fraid Of
Ed'tvard Albee?
Have you read the reviews
for Albee's, "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?". It is the most
discussed new p1ay on Broadway
this season. It is the first full
length play by Mr. Albee, who
is now a subject of many articles both here and abroad. He
has become a controversial figure, an enigma; another O'Neill,
the Great White Hope of the
American theater, comparable
with Ionesca and Beckett in
style and outlook.
Some question these praises
of the young author. Still, some
regard his new playas a significant milestone in the history of
American drama. Albee's serious
aspirations as a dramatist cann6t be questioned. ilis importance is genuine but far from
being completely realized.
The play is long. It involves
four characters: George and
Martha, a middle-aged college
professor and his older wife,
and Nick and Honey, newcomers
to the small New England college. When the young pair arrive at -George's and Martha's
for a little nightcap, after a
party at Martha's father's house

ship in its full flower to the
young couple.
Uttering guttural language,
clouding the stage with doubleentendres, circling each other
and 1 ash i n g out, attacking,
cruelly slashing each other's secrets, stripping their souls, minds
and hearts (loving and hating

To the Editor:
I would like to briefly comment on the occurrence of cheating during the recent· semester
exams. I saw some instances of
it and I've spoken to others who
saw some more. Consequently,
it seems that, although it never

most every student will agree
that cheating is fundamentally
wrong and injurious to both
himself and to his school. We
all know the reasons having
heard them innumerable times.
The question is.-Jthen: What can
we do about thIS all too prevalent 'institution'?
Two possible solutions co'me
-to-~IIfind.- StriCt supervision,
greatly improved proctoring, and
careful, secret preparation of
tests on the part of the faculty
will no doubt eliminate much
of the problem. But, I, surely
like the majority of college students, resent being supervised
as though a child who is in constant danger of slipping into
some mischief.
More ideally, it falls upon you
and me, it falls upon the students to create a general atmosphere of animosity toward
cheating. The individual who is
contemplating a little dishonesty
should fear more the possibility
of his being discovered by his
fellow students than the pos-

To tne Editor:
There is a definite problem
existing on this campus which
should be talked about and
brought before the student
body as a whole. The problem
is not new. It is well known to
the student body and has often
been condemned by many students. The problem I am concerned with is CHEATING.
E;ery011~ is well aware of the
amount orcneating- or "visual
aids" which are employed .in
many of the hourly exams, not
to mention the verbal discussion
groups. Such a situation is appalling enough on any campus
but more so on a Catholic
campus.
However, I do-not feel that
one can totally blame the individual when one is almost invited to do so either by the
laxity with which some exams
are proctored or by the repeated administration of the 'same
exam to different sections of the
same class or to those taking a
make-up. However, thi
does

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
CHEATING EXPOSED
reached epidemic proportions,
cheating during the semester
exams was a definite factor.
I get angry' when I realize
this because in June I will be
receiving a diploma for which I
worked. Yet, there will be those
also receiving diplomas who
cheated. Therefore, these men
will be given the same honor
and recognition as that given
to myself and others who have
earned our degrees. This is unjust.
If it were only for this reason,
something should be done about
the situation. Of course, when
one adds the immoral aspect of
cheating to the discussion, one
receives a further reason for
making an attempt to put an
end to it.
I have no easy answers to the
problem. Possibly the answer
lies with the proctors, possibly
with the students, possibly with
both. However, I do know that,
if this University, both students
and teachers, has any regard
for the degree it either receives
or gives, some definite serious
thinking must be done concerning means of stopping the
cheaters.
Thank you,
Joseph Cirasuolo, '63

sibility of catching the proctor's
eye. Few if any would risk loss
of reputation among peers for
the gain of a few undeserved
points. With no open 'invitation
to cheat' on the part of the
professors and with a favorable
student atmosphere, there will
be ample reason for Fair.field's
institution of an honor system.
The value of such a system,
especially at a Catholic University, is beyond dispute. The price
is indeed not above the wealth
of the students of Fairfield.
Sincerely,
Robert J. Bethke, '64

.................................................... :
Open Only To Students At Fairfield
Last Of Four Contests
12 WINNERS IN EACH CONTEST

VICEROY
Basketball Contest #4
(Closes Feb. 27)

To the Edi,tor:
Is dishonesty becoming as
much a tool of the Fairfield student as the pencil with which
he writes? At times it would
seem so, yet I am sure that alall the while) George and Martha create something that "to
many . . . serves as an instant
catharsis kit." The play is like
it's author, an enigma, a riddle.
It is brutafiy forceful, soaring,
overwhelmingly i n ten s e and
seemingly interminable.
Jack Pecka

not make the cheating student
less culpable, for, surely one
must realize that the true worth
of one's diploma is directly proportional to the quantity of
cheating existing on this campus. Therefore, I ask those interested to make themselves
heard either through more letters to the Editor or through
other actions which they might
deem feasible. Thank you for
your interest in this matter.
Sincerely,
Albert T. Lojko, '64

e·
First Prize ...$100 00
Second Prize $2500
Ten 3rd Prize.s $100~ACH
12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTEST.

Four contests in all ... New contest every two
weeks . . . exclusively for the students on this
campus! You'll find complete rules printed on
Official Basketball Contest Entry Blanks.
Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks are located at:

XAVIER CAFETERIA
LOYOLA CAFETERIA
CANISIUS LOBBY
"STAG OFFICE"

ENTER NOW
AND WINI

IJ:"'

iJ::,,"'
en"::.'" ',?~I:;,.:,';;:t:.:'tJ
booze t hat might have given
pause to the late W. C. Fields,"
and a detailed account of a night
long, bloodletting battle betweeJ;\ George and Martha. They
show their love-hate· relation"'" L

To the Editor:
Of all the observations made
by the Honor Committee of the
Student Council on the first
semester's examinations probably the most outstanding is the
fact that several students noted
at the bottom of their exam
books that they were distracted
by others cheating around them.
This is the first evidence of
serious-' student objection to
cheating, and a definite departure from previous attitudes of
indifference or respectability,
These students are to be commended for their honesty. I
hope the rest of the student
body shares their disgust and
ambition to abolish cheating.
James Davidson, '64
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by

PETER GAR RY

At 9:30 p.m. on Thursday, FebI1uary 21st the termtermination afa 3 year ;reign took place. This three-year
domination was that of the Fa'irfield Stags in the TriState League land had meant placement in the NCAA
smwH 'College regional tournament. After the successive
years of this occurrence, it was accepted as a natural
thing thiat this was the 'Way the season would end up
despite what happened lin OUIf other .games. Then with
the arrivHI of this year and no reason to doubt our
league supremacy, something h'appens; OUT 29 game
streak was broken by L.l.D. and then came our last
crucial tilt with Rider.
Condihons 'We cannot say :were the best for tms
game what with. the sickness af SOfie players and the
lack af depth; ibut despi1e these hindrances, tlhe hosts
played as well and as hard as one could ask. AH credit
is due to these hustling fe~laws and they just had to
face the jja'Ctof a strong opponent; and as the firral
buzzer sounded, there was a one point defi.dit and
our lea'gue supremacy had depa,rted.
Excuses oan 'be found in all areas, if necessa'ry.
Every witness of the skirmish can make up thei,r reasons, but why belabor this poin~? Wihat's done is done.
A season lis just a'bout over so no use crying over wh'at
could halVe been.
Credit is due despite defeat and to the 3 steady
Selliiors high praise. Basketball has helped to develop
the reputation of this sohool and the fortunes of th!is
basketball team have been aided in no small part by
the strong play of Bob Hutter, Nick Maca'rchuk and
Fred WeismHler. Throughout their 3 years of play
each has made the contlI'libution to a game that sam the
tide turned to victory for the Stag quintet time and
again. Just to cite an example of each the play of
Freddy Weismiller W\ill probably be mC?st remembered
for his 19 paint total !in 9 minutes ta.gainst Bridgeport
two years ago. Then we observ~ Bob Hutter in his funtastic exhibition of shooting aga,inst Fordh1am in our
92-84 upset~ Finally take Nick Maoarchuk's performance just the other n!ight against Rider as he netted 32
points to keep us in the fight right to the wire.
r should think that the outlook of many a StaJg
:firay would have been quite altered without these staiJ.wart seniors.
Frosh
Though the spirits of those lardent followers of
bask~tbaU are low the prelims to most ,af the va,rsity
games have inspired some hope for future success. This
frosh squad now 17 and 3 for the season is perhaps the
best ever assembled here at this school. So if things
should tend to seem worse for next season, then llikewise picture the possiibillity of the development of some
of these yealI'lings into sturpy varsity cagers and the
outlook is something rosier. Particula.r mention is due
to .fat Burke for .his establ'i'shing of a new Frosh scoring
record, one formerly held by Nelson GriHo lin 1960-1.
Other Sports
On the minor sports scene, efforts are presently
being made tawa1rd establishing or reactivating certa!in
sports on the colle.giate level.
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Rider Loss Ends Stag Monopoly;
Hoyas, Assumption Pin Defeats
Fairfield vs. Hunter 75-56

On Lincoln's birthday, the
FaiDfield Stags registered their
6th 'victory in the Tri-State
League with a 75-56 verdict over
the Hunter Hawks. The Stags
easily out classed the Bronxites
despite some close play in the
first half. Jan Barnes' very unorthodox shooting was the only
factor that kept this game close
and he ended with 26 points.
Bob Hutter and Nick Macarchuck as per usual paced Fairfield with 40 points between
them. Ronnie Riescher ably ,filled in for the flu-struck Larry
Rafferty with 10 timely points.
Stags Topple Kingsmen. 8u-69
On Thursday, Feb. 14. the
Stags registered the, 10th victory of the season as they crushed their second consecutive
Tri-State rival, ~rooklyn College 80-59.
In this game played on the
Stags home court the host rushed off to a convincing 49-31 lead
and coasted to victory in the
closing period. A major reason"
for the sim~ victory can be
seen from the" 58-27 advantage
the victors held in rebounding.
Nick Macarchuk once again led
his £Crees with 26 points and
two Kingsmen - Rosenthal and
Marden countered 12 each.

Fred Weismiller launches jump shot to amazement of Rafferty
and GU's Prendegast.
to move away from the
An oustanding 32 point perStags. Nick Macarchuk led the formance by hustling "Nick Malosers with 16 points.
carchuk was unfortunately nulLineups:
lified by the strong shooting
ASSUMPTION
FAIRFIELD
underneath of Getchis and Doug
Jenkins
4 4 121
Norkaitis 10 1 21 ~~~e:Chuk ~ ~ l~ Endres 'who finished with 23
Warner
3 0 6 Weisrniller 5 0 10 and 22 respectively.
ites

1 0 2/

g BakerRIDER6

Kiernan
Murphy
2 2 6 ~oe~~~~: ~ ~
1 0 2
Aleksiew'z 1 0 2 Sponza
1 0 2
Monahan 10 1 21 McAnulty _
__
Totals
25 7 57
Totals 31 870

•

Stags Fall to Greyhounds

Stags Out of Tri-State

On Saturday, Feb. 16, a sickly
Fairfield squad participated with
opening of Assumption College's
new gym and fell to a second
half rally 75-57. This game saw
better health and essential bench
strength cut into the Stags 3024 intermission edge. Tom Monahan M.V.P. of the game and
John Norkaitis with 21 points
each paced the hosts throughout
and the second half play of Paul
Murphy allowed the Worcester-

All but virtual elimination
from the Tri-State League was
the result of a heart breaking
loss to Rider College in a game
held in the Fairfield gym. The
final score of 80-79 gave a wellearned victory to the J erseyites
after they' cut out the host's 3
point intermission lead and with
steady play from Randy Getchis
and 5'10" Jack Cryan they hung
on despite the Stags last minute
surge.

Knights and Friars
Close Out" Season

it goes is paced this year by
long John Thompson, their 6'10"
center who is presently averaging 18.9 points and close to 14
rebounds a game.. Captain Ray
Flynn a strong jump shooter is
their next scorer at 18.5 and of
course their chief playmaker is
Vinnie Ernst, the 5'8" hustler
who does a lot of their setting
up and feeding. 6'1" Jim Stone
and Soph phenomenon Bob Kovalski fill out this good sized
line up.
This being the last game for
seniors; Hutter, Marcarchuk,
Weismiller and others they will
be out to successfully terminate
their collegiate careers, and a
tough battle is envisioned.

1

"

>

\,,\\WIPE~,

,

Brown
Cryan
Endres
Getchis
Totals

2
3 2
2 9
10 2
10 3

14
8
13
22
23

31 18 80

FAIRFIELD
Hutter
7 0
Macarc'k 13 6
Donnelly 2 2
Rafferty
6 1
McAnulty 1 0
Reischer
2 0
WeisrnUler 4 0

Totals

Hoyas 79 -

35

14
32 "
6
13.
2
4
8

9 79

Stags 61

A poor 23 point second half
helped by the ejection of Bob
Hutter, contributed in great
part to Georgetown's easy 79-61
triumph. In 'a game that was to
feature a high scoring duel between Fairfield's Hutter and the
visitors Jim Barry, who already
holds his school's single season
record, the second leading scorer
for each team .took top honors.
Jim Christy's long jump shots
and accurate foul shooting netted 22 points and Nick Macarchuk again paced the Stags with
27 points.
The story of the game was
the same as many during the
year, the hosts performed well
in the first half and were down
but one point 39-38 at the buzzer; but with Hutter's departure
and the sloppy play, the Hoyas
easily pulled away and were
never to be headed.
FAIRFIELD
Marcarc'k 10 6
Hutter
2 0
Donnelly 3 1
Weismiller 3 3
Rafferty
5 0
McAnulty 2 1
Totals

GEORGETOWN
26 Harry
2 3 7
4 Christy
6 10 22
7 Franz
4 2 10
9 Lopata
3 3 9
10 Prendeg't 5 4 14
5 IDevlin
6 5 17

25 11 61

Totals

26 27 79

..

Grillo Record Falls To Burke
6'1~"
John Thomp~n
Ie~d' As Frosh Up'Record To 17-3
FrIars when they Invade Fall'will

field.

As this last week of th~ hoop
season commences the Stags
engage their neighbors from the
University of Bridgeport on Sat~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - urday night at the Purple
Knights' court. This" contest
which is a non-league tilt, will
see the Stags seeking to nortch
their ninth consecutive victory
over U.E.
Bridgeport this season is experiencing one of its worst
years' but always manages to
play a stron'g game against its
area neighbors. In the first
skirmish this season between
these two teams the outcome
was in doubt till the last three
minutes until superior balance
showed as we overcame the
Purple Knights 86-71. Of late,
their high scorer Dick Huydic
has been injured and so the load
has been carried solely by 6'4"
Lou Coulson (14.6) with some
help from Howie Bernstein (9.5).
Fairfield's finale for the year
NoDoz keeps you mentally Next time monotony makes
takes place here next Wednesalert with the same safe re- you feel drowsy while driving,
day against the N.I.T. bound
fresher found in coffee and working or studying, do as
Providence Friars. The Friars
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, millions do •.. perk up with
after a slow start, had built up
handier, more reliable. Abso- safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
a 16-4 record as of last weekend.
lutely not habit-forming.
Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.
This colorful squad, which is a

THE·SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants·

crowd-drawer no matter where

By CARL LoGALBO

After losing a tough game to
highly rated Boston College, the
Fairfield Frosh continued in
their winning ways as they
rolled over Hunter, Brooklyn
College and Assumption. They
altered the record book during
these tilts, and after threatening
all season, broke the 100-point
mark against Brooklyn College.
On Tuesday night; Feb. 12,
the yearlings traveled to the
Bronx and met Hunter. Fairfield
completely out-classed their opponents as they had fifty points
with time "still left to play in
the first half. The second team
continued to pour it on as the
game ended with the lopsided
score of 92-32. Burke was high
man with 22, while Branch had
19 and Poole 14. Kamler had 18
for Hunter.
Brooklyn was next to succumb
t'O the Frosh offense. The New
York team's tallest man was
6'2". This height disadvantage,
combined with inferior ball
handling and shooting, made
them an easy prey as the young
Stags set a gym record by scoring 64 points in the first half.
Coach Saccone put in the second
team to no avail. The score was
not to be held down! With two

and a half minutes left, Dan
Gatti brought the crowd to its

feet as he popped in a long jump
shot for the 100th point. The
game ended 107-58. Branch hit
for 17, Lingua had 16, Burke 14,
Fitzpatrick 12, and Poole 10, as
five "men hit double figures.
Every man on the Fah'field
squad scored. The team hit an
amazing 52 of 76 shots from the
floor. Kemerick of Brooklyn,
however, led all scorers with 26
points.
Assumption College opened
its new gymnasium on Sat., Feb.
16, and the F.U. Frosh rose for
the occasion as they whipped
Assumption's team 84-55.
Stan Poole, playing in the corner instead of his usual guard
positIon, proved to be very effective, in his new home as he
led the victory with fine rebounding and 26 points, along
with Mike Branch who got 15.
The game. however, should be
remembered the longest by Pat
Burke. Pat's 25 point output put
him 3 points ahead of Nelson
Grillo's Frosh scoring record of
367 points in" one season. Pat,
who has been playing superb
ball all year, s till has three
/tames left in which to add to
this total.

,:j

Spotlight
By JEFF CAMPBELL

In the world of sports, losing
is not usually considered a virtue. Teams or individuals that
fall victim to their own weaknesses are quickly forgotten.
In baseball, especially, a losing team is rarely followed by
the fans with any consistency.
New York City is the last sports
town that anyone might expect
to support an out-and-out loser.
Yet, miracles of miracles, hometown baseball fans have taken
the New York Mets to their very
hearts, and losing is what the
Mets do best.
With the 1963 baseball season
fast approaching, it is obvious
that George Weiss, the Met's
General Manager, has undertaken to buy some talent to improve upon 1962's chaotic record.
But anyone in .Ne~ York who
~ants to see a wmnmg ball club
Just has to .travel uptown to.
Yankee S!adlUm. The. Yankees
always wm. and yet It woul~
seem, by vIrtue of the Mets
attendance figures Ifor 1962, that
some people wou d prefer to
root for a hopeless cellardweller. .
..
There IS someth~ng m ~very
sports fan that motIvates hIm to
pull for the underdog. A great
group of Gothamites, tired of the
Yankees' winning ways and
longing to see the Giants and
Dodgers in town again, found in
the Mets the "perfect" underdog-a team that just couldn't
win! From the first day of last
season, when they lost because
of a wild pitch, to the season's
last encounter, when they lost
due to a Chicago Cub triple
play, the Mets were a throwback to baseball's zany, sorely
missed early days.
The Mets will be back this
year, and so far, no pre-season
trade or player acquisition seems
to endanger their reputation as
"The Worst Team in Baseball."
Back too, will be "Marvelous
Marv" Throneberry, the epitome
of what it is to be a Met. Marv,
always trying to make the right
play always seems to fall just
short of his ·goal. He closes his
eyes when a ground ball is hit
to him and doesn't always touch
all the bases when legging out
an extra-base hit, yet, he has a
large following among Met fans
that tends toward fanaticism.
What's more, Throneberry' is
hurt when his fans don't ·boo
him!
As it stands now, New York
loves the Mets (G&D Vermouth
has been forgotten). The question is: "How long will the honeymoon last?" If the Mets win
consistently, the fans will be
jubilant. If they lose consistently, the fans will not love them
less. But what happens when the
novelty of a losing team wears
off? What happens when the
players like Throneberry, who
give the team its color, are
traded away? Then, they will no
longer be the Mets.
This will be unfortunate, because baseball needs them, and
so, it seems, does New York.

RaId Stretches Lead;
Bialowas, Greene Next
By PAT HURLEY

With the Intramural basketbaIt 'season now more than half
over, it looks like a 2-team race
between Senior Bill Haldand
Junior Charlie Bialowas. Senior
Rich Greene could move into a
second place tie if Bialowas
loses one more galTle. However,
it does look like Hald's team is
a safe bet for top honors. They
have good outside shooting from
Dom Torrillo and Pete Clark
and a strong forecourt in Conrad Ferland and Tom Moore.
The individual scoring race is
still led by Senior Phil Bucchi
with a 22.8 average. His closest
competitor is Junior Dick Robinson with a 20.4 average. Junior
Ed Goracy rounds out the top
three with an 18.2 average.
Ha1d Y5. Hunt
Senior Bill Hald's team padded their lead with an 80-54
victory over Charlie Hunt's
quintet. High scorer for Hald's
team was Dom Torrillo with 25
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points. Tom Moore added 17 and
Conrad Ferland dropped in 11
for the winners. High men on
Hunt's team were Willy Stewart
with 18 and Bernie Podurgiel
also with 18 points.
Ken Keane's team, led by Ron
Vitali (18 pts.), Gus Horan (14
pts.), Ken Keane (10 pts.) stopped Phil Bucchi by a 58-53 score.
Bucchi was held to a season low
of 10 points as Bob Drake led
the losers with 23. Senior Rich
Greene beat Leonard 63-50 to
move ahead of him, in the standings. Junior Chris Parillo's team
snapped its 4 game losing streak
with a 49-40 victory over Keane.

High scorers for Parillo were
Ed Goracy with 13 and Ed Fort
with 12 points. Keane was led
by Pete Lingua with 16 and
Gerry Magner chipped in with
10. Keane then bounced back
to notch up his secone" victory
with a 66-55 triumph over Senior Roger Lynch. In this game
Gerry Magner found the range
for 19 points and Keane added
18. Lynch led this team with 21
points and Carlo Orlando assisted ,with 15.
With a month of competition
time still remaining, an effort
to have a second round is being
attempted.

Sev~n

SPORTS PERSONALITY

This week's sports personality
is senior Ron Reischer, a three
year basketball veteran. -Ron
hails from Hempstead, Long Island, and graduated from Chamnade High in 1959. While at
Chaminade Ron became onE; of
the school's outstanding athletes as he starred in football,
baseball and basketball. At Fairfield, Ronnie has concentrated
on basketball and has done very
well.
In his freshman year he played on a team dominated by five
touted stars ·and performed well
enough to start several games.
M
He also impressed Coach Bisacca
who promoted Ron to the VarRonald Riescher
sity in his Sophomore year. A
six foot one inch guard, Ron
By BRIAN TART
high scorers for the winners Patrissy's team and O'Neill's saw little action in his sophoAt press time, the battle be- were Finn 27, Hourihan 23, and team. Patrissy's and Hegarty's
more year, but as a junior he
tween the only undefeated teams O'Neill 22.
records are 5 and 0, while
was a frequent substitute. Now
in the intramural league will
O'Neill's
is
5
and
1.
In Hegarty's close game, Dave
a senior, Roq.'s ball handling
have been. settled. The teams of Della Bitta was high scorer with
l:(',e are the standings:
ability has proved to be invaluHegarty and Patrissy were sup- 30, with Hegarty collecting 24. H· ~~,\.~y
5
o able to the team and Ronnie is
posed to meet last Tuesday, but For Wright's losing team Ahrens 1
.,,:, oJ"
5
o now an important part of the
due to sickness on both teams and Wright scored 26 and 23 0 · [ . . . . . . . . . . .
5
1 Stag's basketball machine. Startthe 'game had to be postponed. respectively.
Wrigh
4
2 ing most of the games since the
In the previous week's play,
3
O'Neill's team playing its Kane
2 semester break Ron has averHegarty's team came close to second game of the week de- Casson
2
2 aged just under 10 ppg.
losing, but pulled· the game out feated Batch's team 78-53. Dan Wasniewski
2
2
in overtime 73-71.
3
Besides his basketball contriFinn had 25 and Kevin Boll had Casey.......................... 2
3 butions, Ron is a member of the
2
~he big game in last week's 23. This gave Kevin Boll a total Szabaday
3 N.Y. Met Club and has been
2
a~tlO~ ,was the game be.twe~n of 60 points for the week. Ed Wilinski
-4
very active on the Dogwood
McSherry
2
0 .NeIll ~ t~a~ a?d. Sulhvan s, Della Bitta was high scorer for
3 Festival and Winter Carnival
Delio
1
wIth. 0 NellI s wmmng 121-7 5. the losers with 30.
3 committees.
In the battle ·for the cham- Schuck
1
Kevm Boll l~d all scor.ers WIt?
4
A B.S.S. Economics major,
Sullivan
1
pionship
it
looks
like
a
three
37 for th~ wmners,. whIle Sulh5 Ron hopes to enter law school.
0
van led hIS team wIth 31. Other way fight among Hegarty's team, Batch
--------------------------------------------------------

High Scores Highlight Action
In Frosh-Soph Intramurals

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: TONY DIGIOIA
Tony DiGioia (B.S., 1960), in less than two years, became
supervisor in one of the Test Centers in the Plant Depart.ment of Pennsylvania Bell.. He manages fifteen people
who are responsible for the installation and repair of
53,000 telephones in the area.
Tony should handle his present assignment with his
customary thoroughness, when you consider his first two
assignfnents. Shortly after starting -work, he proved his

capabilities by orgamzmg a completely new microfilm
filing system in the "Engineering Department. And, later.,
he set up engineering practic~s covering many phases of
the engineering operation.
Tony DiGioia and other young engineers like him in
Bell Telephone Co~panies throughout the country help
bring the finest coinmunications service in the world to
the homes .and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES·
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National And International Review·Or-·Weekly·NewsDue to the present New
York City newspaper strike
which-has_now been with us
for more than 82 days. the
STAG has included the following News Synopsis. The
policy of running a national
and world news supplement
if deemed feasible. will be
continued by the STAG for
the duration of the newspaper strike.

NEWS BRIEFS

~~~:ea ~~~~rC~~i~~~s~~~ 1~~eSt~:
A series of earthquakes in

last week.

* * *

Visiting Venezuelan President
Betancourt received a pledge of
full support from the United
States in his effor,ts to resist
communist subversion. In its
drive to make Latin America
communist, Cuba r e c e n tl y
switched from ·a policy ·of persuasion to one of terror.

*

-*

*

A VIOLATION OF WATERS WaIi6ner Mde
e IItes
.'

Cuba charged Saturday that
the United States Navy violated
its waters on Thursday and released a photograph of an antenna-studded ship cruising off
Havana.
.A caption accompanied. the
photo claiming the ship to be
the U.S.S. Oxford and that it
had "penetrated Cuban juris9-ictional waters."
The Pentagon had no comment on the Cuban charge.
In W-ashington, Administration leaders have accused some
Republicans of making inaccur-

Administrators of the Catholic
University in Washington, D.C.
Jets based in Cuba fired upon failed to -approve -a student-proa disabled American shrimp posed slate of lecturers because
boat in the Caribbean. While they are too "controversial."
the State Department protested
the firing, some congressmen
a g a i n demanded immediate
United States action directed -at
wiping out Communist Cuba.
• The visiting President of President Eisenhower's second
* * *
American. intelligence believes Venezuela was praised in W,,;r . Secretary of State will be Presithat 4,000 Russian troops left ington by President Kenne<iJ' . J dent Kennedy's special repreCuba late last year. Now Russia a "great enemy of the }::on. ' j '.'1- sentative for trade negotiations.
has promised to withdraw sev- ists in this hemisphere." .;,mle Name him.
eral thousa.nd more troops from the visitor.
• All trade restrictions among
Cuba by March 15.
• What Southeastern Asiatic the members of the European
* * *
President Kennedy 'has again country ruled by a military gov- Free Trade Association will be
requested medical care for the ernment announced that all abolished in 1966, four years
aged from Congress. The pro- private business in the country earlier than previously announcposal is similar to the one de- will be nationalized?
• West Berlin's municipal ed. Name at leaSlt three of the
feated in 1962, and probably
elections
last week ended in vic- Association's members.
will not reach the Senate floor
tory
for
the Social Democratic
this year.
Party.
The
leader of that party
* * *
American concessions to Rus- will continue as that city's chief
sia in nuclear test ban talks in executive. Name him.
• Does the Kennedy Admin'pUBpaz:gMS pUB
Geneva have caused heated debate· in the United States. De- istration currently es'timate that 'uapaMS 'IB~nwod 'ABM.I°N
spite the concessions test ban there are 9,000, 17,000, 23',000, ':lpBWUaa 'U!B1Pg 'BP1snY'L
or '30,000 troops stationed in
·.IapaH 'y uBnsPllG '9
talks are at ·a stand still.
Cuba?
'slU!BS l-H0q
* * *
• In what manner did the ~U!w!Bpo.Id Alq!ssod p.IBM
Scientists transmitt~d a television program over a beam of Roman Catholic Church honor -01 da1s B 'uonB;,ynBaq .Io;):
light. The test showed it is feas- Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton. l{lOq paAo.IddB UB;'!lBA all.!. 'g
ible to send up to 160 television and Bishop John M. Neumann
'000'L1 'v
·lPUB.Ig AmM. .IOABW 'f:
programs or 100,000 phone calls last week?
·BW.Ing 'z
simultaneously over a single
• The Senate confirmed that
'pno;,uBlag 0lnw0B: '1
light beam.
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TAPROOM

RESTAURANT

CENTER
1418 POST RD.

FAIRIELD

12 Reef Rd.• Fairfield. Conn.

Fairfield Laundromat

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT

CLOTHES

COIN OPERATED

WASHED -

DRIED

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days a Week
20e Wash - lOe Dry

AND FOLDED
REASONABLE RATES
1227 Post Road

Fairfield

Opp. Post Office

located directly behind AlltP liquor store on
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONN.
CLearwater 9-9082

FAIRFIELD CLEANE'RS & DYE'RS
1530 POST ROAD

•

FAIRFIELD, CONN.

•

TELEPHONE CL 9-1348

Mayor Robert F. Wagner of
ate, irresponsible and dangerous
charges about Cuba for political New York has acted in accordpurposes. These Democrats have ance with President Kennedy's
urged a return to the tradition
of bipartisanship in internation- suggestion that the Mayor propose terms for the settlement of
al affairs.
Former President Truman said the ll-week old newspaper
recently that, "Foreign policy strike, if he is not able to bring
should never be an issue be- about fruitful mediation between the g rea t political
tween publishers and striking
parties."
printers. The Mayor has asked
Briefing on Cuba
President Kennedy called 17 the two ,groups to attempt to
congresional leaders of the two settle their difference through
parties to the White House for
a briefing on the Cuban problem. collective bargaining.
However, the Mayor stated
At that meeting Senator Dirksen is reported to have told the that if a third party were taken
president, "I think you should on he would not consider it
know we're going to pummel arbitration because any recomyou about Cuba. We regard this
situation as extremely critical mended settlement m~de by
and we are not going to be him would in no way· be bindsilent."
ing to either side.
McNamara Outlines Strategy
The publishers have agreed to
Secretary of Defense McNa- President Kennedy's proposal
mara outlined the .administration's long range plans on Cuba of "independent determination'"
to the Senate Armed Services in an attempt to end the disCommittee. Chairman Richard pute. Printers are in favor of
Russell expressed satisfaction no form of arbitration as it rewith the plans, but refused to portedly violates their constitusay what they are.
.
tion. However three non-striking Unions have urged that the
Johnson Optimistic
Addressing an· audience in Mayor assume the role suggestTexas, Vice President~Johnson ed by the President because of
said that th~ Soviets "gambled his already extensive knowledge
greatly and they lost," in what of the dispute. The Mayor inhe described as a desperate at- tervened in the strike one
tempt "to extend their armed month ago and conducted 17
emprie across the oceans to the days of negoti-ations which ended in a deadlock.
Western Hemisphere."

At Catholic U, A Conflict"
The names of the Rev. Gus- the four priests "represent a'
tave Weigel, the Rev. John very definite point of view, a
Courtney Murray, the Rev. very definite attitude, in regard
Hans Kung and the Rev. God- to certain ecclesiastical matters
frey Dieckman have been cross- now being debated, 'at the Couned off as prospective lecturers cil.' The university did not want
to put itself in the position of
at Catholic University.
In .January the names of the championing that position."
Consultant and Theolegia
four priests along with the
names of other desired lecturers
Fr. Weigel attended the Counwere submitted to the university cil as a consultant to Council
administration by the Graduate commissions. He is professor of
Student Council. The adminis- theology at Woodstpck, the
tration stated that they "pre- Jesuit seminar~ near Baltimore.
ferred not to have" the priests He has written several books on
participate in the council's lec- Christian unity and conducted
ture series.
retreats for non Catholics.
Fr. Kung, a thirty-six year old
Not Barred From Campus
While the priests may not German scholar, is well known
take part in the lecture series, for his book The Council. Rethey have not been barred from form and Reunion.
speaking on the campus. Father - - - - - - . . . . . . : . - - - - - - Weigel lectured at several classes last week and is under consideration 'as a commencement'
speaker, . according to the National Observer. The university
said, however, that if it allowed
tl'.e priests to speak on a public
platform at the university, it
could appear that the' administrators and, in effect, the bishops
of the United States (since C.U.
is under the joint jurisdiction of
all the bishops of the country)
supported the priests' views.
The Right Rev. Joseph 'McAllister, the vice-rector of the
university, said, "We hope that
these issues are being discussed
in the classroom." He added that
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